the first-ever Authors Collection by Latvian masters of interior and design

In order to promote the collaboration between Latvian interior designers and the world’s leading manufacturers and dealers of sanitary ware and finishing
materials, the mc² centre of interior design and delicacies has brought together 19 Latvian interior experts
and designers to compete for the best authors’ exposition of bathroom design. While searching for creative inspiration, the designers travelled to Italy and
Germany where they visited Teuco, Gardenia Orchidea,
I Conci, Villeroy & Boch, Toto, Burgbad, Huppe, Dornbracht,
Hansgrohe and other well-known producers of finishing materials and sanitary ware. Finally, the 12 competition entries were evaluated by an international jury,
and the authors of the three best bathroom designs
were awarded with a trip to Japan.
The 12 bathrooms project is another step taken by mc²
towards its long-term goal, which is becoming one of
the best retailers of luxury items in Europe. As an enterprise, we have never been afraid to look beyond the borders of Latvia and work with an international scope.

We are already collaborating with designers and customers across Europe, as the Latvian market of luxury
goods is and will remain a relatively small one.
We have gained an invaluable experience by creating
the authors’ collection of door designs from some of
the leading architects of Latvia. Today we are using this
knowledge in a much broader and more ambitious project
– the 12 authors’ expositions of bathroom furnishings.
Since bathroom is one of the most expensive and complex areas in a dwelling, the furnishing of this room
often demands a great deal of time and money. Our
task, therefore, is to make this process more pleasant
and comfortable for our customers. Visiting 12 outstanding and distinctively different bathroom design
expositions created by Latvian designers can be a good
source of inspiration to our customers when furnishing
their own homes.
Boriss Gluhmans
The president of Reaton

The pinnacle of masculine confidence.
There is nothing superfluous in this
modern and elegantly ascetic bathroom.
Its author has managed to create a
unique effect of spaciousness combined
with flawless functionality. The finish
of the room mainly consists of smooth,
glanced surfaces in temperate and practical colours – gray stone, brown wood,
white ceramics and silvery metal. A Set
For The Man is designed to fit the character of a poised individual, a perfectionist who always gets what he wants.

Duralight® - an innovative
acrylic-based composite material patented by Teuco. The
Duralight® formula is unique,
as are the technologies used
by Teuco for its creation. It is
an ideal material for creative
uses, innovative designs, and
jobs that withstands the test
of time in the private and
commercial sectors, from
hotels to stores, from yachts to
airports....

Manufacturer:
TEUCO
Collection:
OUTLINE

Pēteris Tulls
interior designer

A Set For
The Man

Teuco Outline The harmonious light and movement of this
collection designed by Carlo
Colombo completely transform the style of a bathroom,
offering surpringly new design.
Asymmetric lines beautifully
highlight the inherent beauty
of a material’s irregularity and
allow for the natural movement
of flowing water to become
visible.

An absolute harmony, peace of soul and
limitless love. This minimalistically
designed bathroom was created for a
woman and a man. The idea for its design
came to the artists during their trip
to Italy where they saw stone in a new
light and fell in love with this natural
element, the warmth of which pervades
every detail of the Silent Room. The
light, gentle tones of ivory conjure up
sensual feelings, making this bathroom
suitable for solitary meditation as well
as a romantic tête-à-tête.

Teuco Feel - infallible
personality. The charm of
contemporary sculpture and
the enormous potential within
a material combined with Giovanna Talocci’s elegant design
evoke a sense of natural stone.

Manufacturer:
TEUCO
Collection:
FEEL

Agnes Rudzīte

Tatjana Vlasova

interior designer

photographer

Silent Room

Dornbracht Tara – a contemporary interpretation of
a design icon. The evolution
of design, architecture, a new
finish, and color. Elegance
enhanced by the nuances of
the pure design of perfection,
geometry, and symmetry.

Japan from the eyes of Europe. This moderately aesthetic bathroom design was
inspired by the world-famous Japanese
writer Haruki Murakami who has spent a
significant part of his life outside Japan, the popularity of this author in the
west surpassing even that which he had
gained in his homeland. The bathroom
named after Murakami is characterised
by its own contemporary style with dark
and deeply saturated colours, including
an avant-garde black parquet wall finish.

Toto Neorest Series/LE
for the Luminist material possesses unique characteristics
that transform your bathroom
into a healing oasis of peace
and harmony. Luminist – an
exclusive epoxy resin based
material developed by Toto
that is visually reminiscent
of frosted glass, while being
extremely safe and thermally
resistant.

Manufacturer:
TOTO
Collection:
NEOREST

Zane Tetere

Natālija Jansone

architect, designer

fashion designer

Haruki

WASHLET technology – Toto
has developed a washing
system through an expandable
barrel that reaches a completely new level of hygiene and
comfort. Warm water cleans
much more effectively than
toilet paper. Water temperature
and stream pressure can be
regulated with a remote, while
the actual barrel is automatically cleaned before and after
each use. Has an energy efficient setting. Each lavatory
visit is revolutionized by the
world’s most progressive Clean
Technology concept.

A rest after the battle. This bathroom,
designed in a robustly masculine, even
slightly spartan style, embodies the author’s understanding of the true values
in life – strength of the spirit and unity
with nature. The room is finished with
matte wood and natural stone in dark
shades, providing a perfect complement
to the pristine lines of faucets from
the Supernova collection by the German
manufacturer Dornbracht, while the wide
mirror surfaces form a true harmony with
ceramics of the Jewelhex collection.

The Toto JEWELHEX collection
draws inspiration from the noblest jewel – the beauty of the
diamond. Modern luxury in the
bathroom is realized through
the detailed likeness of crystal
edge forms and the precise
design of the collection.

Manufacturer:
TOTO
Collection:
JEWELHEX

Aleksandrs Kipiaņi
interior designer

Akira

Dornbracht SUPERNOVA –
a high quality sculptural faucet.
Supernova is the bright birth of
a new star. This light is reflected
in Supernova’s edges and
multifaceted surface. The Sieger
Design faucet is an architectural
mirror, just as the figure of the
faucet is mirrored in architecture. With this individuality,
your bathroom will not go
unnoticed.

Peace and refreshment in the embrace
of water. The design of this bathroom
is dominated by the snow-white colour which symbolises lucidity of spirit
and purity of body. Its authors have
enhanced the special ambience of their
masterpiece by adding soft music, suited
for relaxation, thus expressing the belief
that bathroom is a place where one can
purify not only the body but the soul as
well.

Phoenix Design Pura Vida modern, as it does not age : its
rounded corners and intrinsic
curves create a feeling of lightness within your bathroom.

Manufacturer:
DURAVIT
Collection:
PURA VIDA

Galina Mizgirjova

Viktorija Javkina

interior designer

interior designer

Still Water

The more complex and developed our world becomes,
the more we desire to turn to
an emotionally new way of
„seeing” things. In the Pura Vida
collection, minimalism acquires
a fresh feminine touch. All lines
are astoundingly light, evoking
a feeling of relaxation. Created
for those who are not inspired
by prestige, but rather by modern form and the joy of life.

Nature entering the city. This picturesque bathroom consists of two contrasting sections that reflect the diversity between the calm flow of rural
life and the dynamic rhythm of the
city, finding some true beauty in both
of these worlds. The organic side, with
bath as the central object, is created for
relaxation and peace, and therefore it
consists mainly of light colours, while
the urban side, coloured in slightly
darker shades, emphasises quickness and
practicality to suit the busy everyday
life of city-dwellers.

Axor Bouroullec – absolute
freedom of combination. Let
your personal ambitions go
free. More than 70 items for
the bathroom – ranging from
faucets and accessories to
sinks and baths that give you
the opportunity to find your
own individual interior design
solution.
„Feel Free To Compose”, the
motto of French designers
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec,
best illustrates the collection’s
essence and invites you to take
part in the creation of your
own unique bathroom.

Manufacturer:
AXOR
Collections:
STARCK ORGANIC
BOUROULLEC

Katrina Stirna
interior architect

Urbanic
Organic

Nature is the keystone of
design inspiration for the Axor
Starck Organic collection. A
robust design language with a
sophisticated look and feel.
How many thoughts are contained within the bathroom collection? And how much heart?
How can we make life in the
bathroom better, and how can
we improve the quality of our
lives? How can we give respect
to nature and the world of
tomorrow? Axor Starck Organic
balances design and technology, ecology and economy,
heart and mind.

A return to the nature. With a creative
application of the opportunities provided by modern technology, the author
has turned this bathroom into a haven
of peace where one can escape from the
everyday hustle and bustle. The main
object of this bathroom is a glass wall
with a pastoral landscape of the Latvian
countryside just a short while before
the summer solstice. The change of illumination allows the viewer to experience a full day from sunrise to sunset
and hear the birds singing...

MY NATURE – Mother
Nature is our guest. The true
beauty of nature can also
be shown within a confined
space. The new collection of
Villeroy&Boch welcomes you
with its refreshing lightness
and exciting filigree forms
whose inspiration comes from
the outdoors.

Manufacturer:
VILLEROY&BOCH
Collection:
MY NATURE

Dace Zeltiņa
interior designer

Back to
the Nature

Villeroy Boch My nature –
the embodiment of nature :
delicate floral tones, natural
materials, combined with
functionality and simplicity. The
mood of the country is brought
into the modern home, apartment, or building. The interior
acquires a lightness and harmonious synthesis of nature and
practicality.

Life is a theatre! This bathroom drew
inspiration from the legendary Latvian
motion picture “Teātris” (Theatre). The
bold colour scheme, luxurious finishing
materials and some piquant themes endow this room with a theatrical, erotic
character. The artistic mirror, mellow
lighting and the bright red dresser
brings up associations with the private
make-up room of a stage star.

Villeroy & Boch Amadea
Royal supplements the existing Amadea. A classic style
that maintains the boundary
between neo-romanticism
and retro classic. The bodies
of the fixtures are made from
painted anodized metal and
covered with 22 karat gold.
The facades are adorned with
red and gold ornaments – arabesques. Furniture handles are
made from Murano glass, and
drawer interiors are velvet.

Manufacturer:
VILLEROY&BOCH
Collection:
AMADEA

Marina Kravčenko
interior designer

Theater

Dornbracht Square faucet
with exclusive handles in the
form of faux jewels.

A vision of endless plains. This extraordinary bathroom is decorated in a profoundly minimalistic style and equipped
with matt black sanitary ware from the
Crono collection. The light, brownish yellow shades of finishing create a
monolithic impression and evoke clear
associations with the endless sunlit
desert. It is like a scenographic vision of
the smooth, ceaseless flow of time that
runs through the fingers like sand.

RC40 – a concept for a room
where Burgbad differs from
traditional bathroom furniture
concepts. It is a future-oriented alternative for architects, bathroom designers,
and homeowners. Furniture
becomes the room, and the
room becomes furniture. It
is not merely furniture, it is
design, and it is not merely a
detail, it is the whole that creates a refined interior design.

Manufacturer:
BURGBAD
Collections:
CRONO
RC40

Santa Meikulane

Reinis Liepiņš

interior designer

architect

Sand Dune

Tara White/Black Edition
For the first time, matte-white
and matte-black faucet finishes
are offered.
Matte and satin Tara – a new
avant-garde that is defined
not only by form, but also
by surface. Pure architectonic
colors – black and white, dedicated to the Bauhaus style.

An ode to the feminine. This stylised
bathroom-boudoir with the romanticism and exquisiteness characteristic
only to the beginning of the 20th century, is the designers’ tribute to the era
of divas. The inspiration for this interior design project was drawn from Marlene Dietrich, one of the most brilliant
actresses of all times, described by the
film director Josef von Sternberg as the
most beautiful woman he has ever had
the pleasure of meeting.

Diva – fuel your imagination
with a collection of bathroom fixtures that demands
attention. Absolutely sensual,
perfectly harmonious, and
attractively rich in contrasts.
Artfully designed so that each
encounter is an event. The
interaction of the functionality
of ideal form and pure art.

Manufacturer:
BURGBAD
Collection:
DIVA

Aija Vitovska

Iveta Juhņēviča

interior designer

interior designer

The Diva

Dornbracht LaFleur – Stylish
and elegant. Emotionally confident. Floral elements inspired
by nature provide a wonderfully romantic touch to your
emotional gamut.

Life is a celebration. This villa style bathroom is like a dream about never-ending
holidays. There is no sign of plainness
and routine here. The bath, surrounded
by columns and mirrors, is a throne for
femininity, but the patterned tile floor
resembles a carpet of flowers, created
for the gentle touch of a woman’s feet.

Ceramica Globo –
Paestum is a concept of
elegance coupled with an
absolute chic, based on the
past with classic motifs, yet
transcending time with its feel
towards the future. Defining
its program as a bathroom
style in which a combination
of charm and age-old style
dominate. Rich materials and
fine lines fill the space with an
exclusive atmosphere.

Manufacturer:
CERAMICA GLOBO
Collection:
PAESTUM

Larisa
Pomeščikova

Anna
Djančenko

interior designer

interior designer

Roman
Holiday

Axor – Montreux – a stylish
collection that returns us to the
beginning of the 20th century.
A Belle Epoque spirit dominates
with its romantic gestures.
There is a hint of the wonderful resort on the shores of Lake
Geneva, as well as that of a
modern collection, harmoniously integrating into both
traditional and contemporary
interiors.

The ultimate British gentleman. The
design of this bathroom is as flawless
as the famous Agent 007, whom even the
Queen trusts with her life. A remarkable
spatial symmetry and irrefutable logic in
the choice of finishing materials turns
this room into a goal for every self-respecting man. And which woman would
be able to resist such a man?

Imperial Bathrooms – Radcliffe Radcliffe’s classic collection with its square forms
provides a stylish accent to
your bathroom. For those who
desire quality and individuality. Representing the highest
achievements of British craftsmen.

Manufacturer:
IMPERIAL BATHROOMS
Collection:
RADCLIFFE

Alla Amusina

Jevgenijs Zefirovs

interior designer

interior and furniture
designer

Agent 007

Imperial Bathrooms - Niveau
Niveau has a unique essence,
inspired by Art Deco. Eightcornered handles that perfectly
match the faucet’s angular
forms. Excellence guaranteed.

